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Wetrok Quick System: The single-use system for all situations
Save time and money in maintenance cleaning while increasing hygiene and ergonomics at the same time?
The clever Wetrok Quick System makes it possible with its innovative single-use products!

Advantages
– saves time Ready for use immediately, short
set-up times, no handling of laundry
– saves money Minimal use of water and cleaning
agents, no washing expenses
– hygienic No germ transmission and dust raising,
since the used cloths are immediately disposed of
– ergonomic No carrying of water buckets, no
wringing out of cleaning cloths
– simple Easy instructions, easy handling
– quick Floors can be walked on again immediately
– safe No dosage errors, since cleaning cloths are
pre-dampened
The Wetrok Quick System brings the greatest benefits here
– Properties with small- to medium-sized areas, where minor but
continuous quantities of dirt (loose and slightly adhesive dirt)
appear, that must be removed quickly and regularly.
– Areas where an impeccable hygienic result is important with the
use of dust-binding cleaning methods*
– Properties with representative use: Quick and simple removal of
selective soiling
– No possibility to process laundry and/or no water access in the
vicinity
– Simple, cost-saving and time-saving handling for cleaning during
operations, especially suited for personnel unaccustomed to
cleaning such as, e.g. office and sales personnel
* Water residue, such as e.g. occurs during full wet-mopping, fosters the growth of
micro-organisms
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Save time and money!
Before introducing or switching to cleaning with single-use products, it is essential to consider and
assess the various influencing factors at the site. In this way, the advantages of the Wetrok Quick System
can be fully exploited and the optimum cleaning system can be evaluated for the business.

Logistics for multi-use cloth

Logistics for single-use cloth

Ordering

Ordering

Delivery

Delivery

Storage

Storage

Prepare cloths

Water and detergent agent

Cleaning

Washing: Water, energy, detergent
Drying: Energy

Folding and putting away

Disposal: approx. 1 x annually

The following influencing factors are to be taken into consideration
at the site:
– Operational circumstances (washing machine/launderette
available, type of building, type of surfaces to be cleaned,
storage capacity, logistics etc.)
– Philosophy of the business
– Internal regulations
– Hygiene requirements
– Type of soiling

Prepare cloths

Water and detergent agent

Cleaning

Washing: Water, energy, detergent
Drying: Energy

Folding and putting away

Disposal: after use

In order to make an accurate cost comparison between «multiuse – single-use», the following costs of the work processes as
well as the infrastructure must be taken into consideration and
added to the individual product prices:
– Supply and disposal lines
– Own or third-party launderette
– Handling
– Loss / Wear and tear
– Storage costs
– Disposal
When switching from multi-use to single-use products, three
steps are eliminated:
– Measuring doses of cleaning solution
– Washing and drying
– Folding and putting away
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At a glance: The single-use system for hospitals…
Wetrok SmartCar Quick System Hopital, Item No. 80.765: Lots of room for single-use
products and other materials needed, such as hand and window cleaning tools, pads, paper,
litter bags etc. Large bag holder with lid and integrated, lockable material storage case.
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1 Wetrok Variwet pole, Item No. 80.156

3 Wetrok Masslinn and Masslinn 2000

with Balit Varifix 380, Item No. 80.535
Aluminium pole with 900 ml pressure bottle
and spray nozzle for spray mopping and for
spot-cleaning with the new micro-Velcro
sole 380, Item No. 82.613 and Quick Mop
380.

Available in various colours and sizes, e.g.
Masslinn 2000 roll, Item No. 82.525 for
dust-binding mopping or for dusting off
furnishings.
4 Wetrok Roll holder m 2000 Flexi,

Item No. 81.695
2 Wetrok Balit Varifix 560, Item No.

80.541 with telescopic pole, Item No.
81.413 Device for dust-binding mopping
with Lamiwell sole 560, Item No. 82.609 or
pad sole 560, Item No. 82.611.
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and the office!
Wetrok SmartCar Quick System Office, Item No. 80.760: Space for vacuum cleaner
and tube clip for securing, devices and single-use products, bag holder for disposing of litter.
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5 Wetrok Quick Mop 380, Item No.

7 Wetrok Dustpan with brush, Item No.

82.070 Thin single-use mop made of 100%
polyester with large capacity for absorbing
dirt, for use with Wetrok Variwet.

80.290
8 Single-use gloves, Item No. 82.586 (S),

6 Poly duster, Item No. 80.278 with teles-

82.587 (M), 82.588 (L), 82.589 (XL) Boxes
with 100 latex gloves each.

copic pole, Item No. 80.279 For dusting
off cupboards, pictures, lighting fixtures etc.
The electrostatic single-use cover Pro Duster, Item No. 82.535 absorbs the dust and
protects the poly duster.

9 Wetrok Quick&Clean Aqua, Item No.
82.476 (20 cloths) Cloths dampened with
all-purpose cleaner for cleaning all washable surfaces, particularly in the hospital
area.
9 Wetrok Quick&Clean San, Item No.

9 Wetrok Quick&Clean, Item. No. 82.478

(20 cloths) or Item No. 82.480 (50 cloths)
Cloths dampened with an alcohol cleaning
agent for cleaning all washable surfaces,
particularly in the office area.

82.470 (20 cloths) Cloths dampened with a
slightly acidic cleaning product for cleaning
all washable surfaces, particularly in the
sanitation area.
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Cleaning with the Wetrok Quick System

1

2
1 Dust mopping with single-use Wetrok

Masslinn cloth Dust mopping (damp mopping) is the most efficient cleaning method
for hard and elastic floor coverings (smooth
and lightly structured). Loose soiling – and
thus over 80 per cent of all soiling – is removed without any effort. In addition to cleanliness and hygiene, dusting also serves
to maintain value since surface-damaging
materials such as sand and small stones
are removed. The appropriate Masslinn
cloth is selected depending on the size of
the room and its location.
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2 Damp dusting with Wetrok

3 Dry dusting with Masslinn Dusty or

4 Wet mopping with Wetrok Variwet and

Quick&Clean The Wetrok Quick&Clean
single-use cloths are suited for the removal
of light soiling on all waterproof surfaces.
Since the cloths are already pre-dampened
with a cleaning solution, time-consuming
preparations are eliminated (preparing
water, measuring dosage of cleaning agent
etc.) as well as the cost-intensive handling
of dirty and clean washing. The appropriate
Quick&Clean cloth is selected depending
on the type of soiling and the application
area. In the sanitation field e.g., Wetrok
Quick&Clean San is used; even light lime
residues can be removed with it.

ProDuster The Wetrok Masslinn Dusty single-use cloth is well suited for dusting off
surfaces of all types, as it perfectly absorbs
the dust through the oil-impregnated structure. Dusting off furnishings above shoulder
height (pictures, lamps etc.) is made considerably easier through the use of a poly duster with the ProDuster cover which absorbs
the dust through static charging. If the cover
is saturated with grime, it is simply thrown
away and replaced by a new one - thus dust
is no longer dispersed by shaking out the
duster.

Wetrok Quick Mop 380 After dust mopping, the adhering dirt is removed through
full-surface or spot wet mopping with the
Wetrok Quick Mop 380. Thanks to the washable micro-Velcro sole, use is also possible in hygienically sensitive areas. Here the
mop is changed and disposed of after each
room.
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Single-use products for the Wetrok Quick System

Product description

Surface
performance

Cleaning
performance

Characteristics of the cleaning textile

Damp dusting

Dry dusting

Damp mopping

Dust mopping

Cleaning methods

••

••

 

Wetrok Masslinn Dusty
Item No. 82.530

••

•

 

Wetrok Masslinn Yellow
Item No. 82.511 (560)
Item No. 82.513 (560)
Item No. 82.515 (930)

••

•

 

Wetrok Masslinn Orange
Item No. 82.506

••

•



Wetrok Masslinn Hopital
Item No. 82.502

••

••

 

Wetrok Masslinn 2000
Item No. 82.527 (380)
Item No. 82.520 (560)

••

••

 

Wetrok Masslinn 2000 Roll
Item No. 82.525

••





ProDuster Cover
Item No. 82.535





Wetrok Quick Mop 380
Item No. 82.070

••





Wetrok Quick &Clean
Item No. 82.478 (20 cloths)
Item No. 82.480 (50 cloths)

••





Wetrok Quick &Clean Aqua
Item No. 82.476 (20 cloths)

••





Wetrok Quick &Clean San
Item No. 82.470 (20 cloths)

••



Cleaning methods: • suited, •• recommended Characteristics:  very good,  good,  sufficient Devices: • suitable
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Poly duster

Comments

Wetrok Balit 1200

Viscose

Wetrok Balit 930

•

Wetrok Balit Varifix 560

Wetrok Balit Varifix 380
•

Pre-dampened

Viscose

Adhesive/binder

•

Oil-impregnated

Composition

Damp mopping equipment

– Also for manual dusting

– The classic
– Highest ability to absorb dust

•
•
•
•

Viscose

•

– High dust absorption
– For standard applications

•

Viscose

•

– One-room cloth for use in hospitals etc.

•

Viscose
Polyester

– High dust absorption capability
– No stretching needed
– Possible to use even with little
dampness on the floor

•
•

•

Viscose
Polyester

•

Polyester

Polyester

•

•

•

– See Masslinn 2000
– Roll with 300 sheets, perforated every 32 cm

•

•

– Attracts the dust electrostatically
– Lengthens the life of the Poly duster

– Application with Variwet pole
– Good sliding characteristics

•

Viscose
Polyester

– Removal of slightly clinging soiling
– With alcohol-based cleaner
– 38 x 27 cm

•

Viscose
Polyester

– Removal of slightly clinging soiling
– With all-purpose cleaner, solvent-free
– 43 x 30 cm

•

Viscose
Polyester

– with slightly acidic sanitation cleaner
– 38 x 27 cm
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Devices and accessories for Wetrok Quick System

Wetrok Variwet pole
Item No. 80.156

••

Wetrok Aluminium pole
Item No. 81.410

••

Wetrok Telescopic pole
Item No. 81.413

••

••

Wetrok Balit Varifix 380/560
Item No. 80.535 (380)
Item No. 80.541 (560)

••

Wetrok Lamiwell sole 380/560/930
Item No. 82.607 (380)
Item No. 82.609 (560)
Item No. 82.612 (930)

••

Wetrok Pad sole 380/560/930/1200
Item No. 82.601 (380)
Item No. 82.611 (560)
Item No. 82.621 (930)
Item No. 82.606 (1200)

••

Wetrok Micro-Velcro sole 380
Item No. 82.613

••

Wetrok Pressurized Bottle 900 ml
Item No. 81.156 (grün)
Item No. 81.157 (gelb)

•

••
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Product description

••

Devices and accessories

Damp dusting

Damp mopping

•

Dry dusting

Dust mopping

Cleaning methods

•

••

Wetrok Single-use Gloves
Item No. 82.586 (S)
Item No.. 82.587 (M)
Item No. 82.588 (L)
Item No. 82.589 (XL)

••

Poly duster
Item No. 80.278
Telescopic pole for Poly
Item No. 80.279

••

Wetrok Roll-holder m 2000 Flexi
Item No. 81.695

Cleaning methods: • suited, •• recommended Devices: • suitable

•

•

•

•

•

– Length 140 cm, diameter 22 mm

•

•

•

•

– Freely adjustable from 99 - 183 cm

Wetrok Balit 1200

•

Wetrok Balit 930

Wetrok Balit Varifix 560

Comments

Wetrok Balit Varifix 380

Wetrok Variwet pole

Use with

– With 900 ml pressurized bottle, spray nozzle and pole holder

•

– Disinfecting substances and autoclave-resistant

– Clings to all Velcro strips of Balit devices
– rinseable

•
•
•

– Clings to all Velcro strips of Balit devices
– washable at 30 °C

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

– Clings to Velcro strips of Balit 380
– rinseable

– 900 ml pressurized bottle with cover, pressure pump and safety valve

– Box of 100 latex gloves each

– Length 53 cm, telescopic pole 50 to 85 cm

– Holder for Wetrok Masslinn 2000 roll
– Fits on Wetrok SmartCar and Wetrok Moducar
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